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There are a number of indications pointing towards changes in the very nature of innovation. 

Academics from innovation studies and innovation management practitioners are discussing 

concepts such as open innovation, user innovation, design driven innovation, crowd-sourcing, 

open source innovation and distributed innovation. Innovation policy makers increasingly aim 

at fostering innovation that is addressing the “grand challenges of our time” rather than fund-

ing key technologies with a view to competitiveness alone. Innovation realms that used to be 

considered as peripheral such as social innovation, systemic eco-innovation, low-tech innova-

tion and service innovation receive renewed recognition and attention. Futurists and visionary 

researchers are proposing scenarios with a radically different innovation frameworks such as 

“unique creation” (Miller, Bentley 2002) or “commons-based peer production” (Benkler, Nis-

senbaum 2006). In a recent European Foresight process1 we have explored possible “Innova-

tion Futures” and pointed towards a few dimensions of change in innovation patterns such as 

coordination mechanisms between innovation supply and demand, innovation drivers and 

innovation actors (Warnke et al. 2011). These potential changes in innovation patterns have 

implications for higher education. Firstly, new innovation patterns require new skills and com-

petencies from higher education graduates and thereby pose new demands on teaching both 

in terms of content and methods. Some developments however may require a radical revision 

of missions and organisation of HE institutions (Rip 2010). The paper will summarise the find-

ings of the INFU project and discuss the implications for higher education. 
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